Friday 19th March 2021

It has been a lovely two weeks in school. It is clear that the children have come back
keen to learn and very excited to be back with their friends.
Summer Term Plans
As mentioned last week we have been busy putting together
our plans for our Summer Term topic “Our Wonderful
World.” We already have lots of exciting learning planned,
the Summer is always a busy term. Traditionally it’s the term
when we have our sports days and organise transition
events for each class with a special focus on the Reception class starting in September 2021 and
our Year 6 leavers. At the end of the term we also hold some special events for our Year 6 as
they leave school. At the moment we have parallel plans as we aren’t yet certain as to what we
will be able to do. We do have the government road map for the easing of lockdown but as yet
there is no definitive road map for schools from the DFE. Headteachers and unions have been
asking for an education roadmap which hopefully we will have soon. Knowing if we are likely
to be all together as a school without bubbles and whether or not parents are likely to be
allowed inside the school will allow us to know which of our plans have a realistic chance of
taking place.
Whatever happens we will make sure that all our children have a super Summer Term. In
addition, Year 6 will have a special end to their time at Rackheath and the Reception class of
2021-22 will have a full and supportive transition.
Optional Parent - Staff catch up - As we were in lockdown in February we
did not hold our usual second parent teacher evening of the year. With the year
being so different we do not plan to re-schedule parents evening especially as
most children have only just returned to school.
Instead we have put aside some time where parents have the option for a quick catch up
meeting with the class teacher. The idea being that if a parent would like a chat with staff, to
share information, or ask questions about topics such as remote learning or the transition back
into school they can.
We are not expecting that everyone will book a slot but wanted to give you the option to have a
catch up with your child’s teacher, if you feel that would be helpful. Initially we have earmarked
Wednesday 28th April between 4pm and 6pm for this. Appointments will be on Zoom and will be
5 minutes long. Booking will be done via SchoolPing and we will send out details of how to book
soon.
Staff will be writing detailed annual reports as usual at the end of the year. For those new to the
school they will be sent out in early July.

Music Lessons – It has been lovely to hear the sound of music again in school with the
return of our peripatetic teachers. After Easter Mrs Brown will be starting with the Year 3
and 4 guitarists which will be great. From a safety point of view we are pleased that, like
any regular visiting staff member, we have been able to supply lateral flow tests to all the
music teachers. They do these before coming into the school to teach the children.
Swimming – We now know that the swimming pool at Broadland will open
after Easter. Year 4 will be the first class going in the Summer Term as
they didn’t get to swim at all in the Spring Term. We will liaise with
Broadland before we decide what will happen with Year 5 and 6, who
normally share the Summer Term swimming sessions. More information to follow soon.
Reception and Year 6 Class Photographs – The class photographs for these 2 classes are booked in for
Wednesday May 5th.
Cycling Year 5 and 6 – Next week Bikeability are working with some of our Year 5 and 6 children
on their cycling proficiency. The first day will be based on the playground and once the children
are assessed as safe to learn on the road they will then move on to the roads around the school.
Those who have signed up to take part should come to school in suitable clothing and bring their
bikes as well as a cycle helmet.

Field Use and Trainers – All the children are really keen to get onto the field at break and
lunchtime. The staff are too but every time it looks as though the field is drying out enough it
rains! Hopefully soon, and certainly after Easter we will be on the field regularly. Especially in the
first few weeks of field use it is really helpful for the children from Year 2 to Year 6 to have a
change of shoes so they can go on the field without getting the inside of the school too muddy.
Most of you will know we have a flag system for field use. At the moment it is a red flag which
means no one can go on the field, green flag means those with a change of shoes (usually trainers)
can go on and no flag means everyone can use the field.

Bombers

bombers@rackheath.norfolk.sch.uk
The children have all settled back in really well. Today for Comic Relief the children dressed in their pyjamas, iced
biscuits and did some block printing and collage in red!

Reception
lbrannan6zr7@nsix.org.uk
In Reception Class this week the children have been learning to subtract. They have used many different
practical activities to help them to realise that the number at the end of the subtraction sentence will get
smaller. They have been encouraged to use the words less than, smaller, take away and subtract.

In Literacy this week we have introduced the digraph ‘ir’ e.g first or dirt. We have had fun writing words and
sentences to include this sound.
In topic we have been thinking about aliens. In class discussion the children were asked where do you think
aliens live? What would their home look like? How would they travel? What would they eat? Well done
Reception Class for a fantastic week of learning.

Year 1
ping7rre@nsix.org.uk and jpallant2qre@nsix.org.uk
Year 1 have made a fabulous return to everyone being in school! This week, we have been learning about why
Christians celebrate Easter in both our Topic work and our Literacy. We made palm leaves to think about Palm
Sunday, thought about our own celebration meals for the Last Supper, and even tasted Hot Cross Buns! We
were really impressed with the children’s independent writing.
In Phonics, we have been comparing different ways to make the ‘igh’ and ‘oa’ sounds. We also learnt the new
sound ‘ie terrible tie’. We are still enjoying reading Charlie and the Chocolate Factory as our class book.
In Maths, we have been practising all the maths skills we have learnt so far – and we have been amazing. We
remember so much from before and during Lockdown - well done Year 1! We have also been demonstrating
how well we can count in 2s, 5s and 10s and even our times tables.
On Friday, we enjoyed wearing non-school uniform and playing games in aid of Comic Relief.

Year 2
hgrogutt8nrs@nsix.org.uk
It has been absolutely wonderful to welcome all of the Year 2 children back to school. They have loved being
together as whether they spent the previous eight weeks entirely at home, partly in school and partly at home or
in school all of the time, they had really missed the company of their friends. It has been a busy, noisy and happy
two weeks. The children have been ready to learn, yet also very much needed and appreciated time to play every
day.
In maths this week we have focused on our key skills of subtraction and addition. Many of the children have
found this tricky but we are making good progress. You can help your children with key skills by practising
counting backwards from any number and asking them to solve simple additions and subtractions such as 9 + 4,
37 + 5, 21 – 3 etc.
In English and topic we have finished looking at the book, ‘Here We Are’, written sentences about one of the
illustrations using adjectives and then thought about ways to save our planet and designed posters. We have
also begun our thinking about Easter by having a world wind tour of the childhood of Jesus, his baptism and
some of the stories he told. The children have thoroughly enjoyed looking at our Children’s Bibles and writing
their own prayers.

Year 3
hhornagold6jr9@nsix.org.uk
It has been wonderful to have the whole of year 3 back again and want to start by congratulating the children for
how well they have settled back and for all of their hard work over the last two weeks! In maths, we have
continued on our unit of measurement from home learning and have spent this week recapping addition and
subtraction. In English, the children have all really enjoyed learning, listening to and performing a variety of
fables and have started to plan their own fables, which we will write next week. In the afternoon, we have
moved onto a new Science topic; forces and magnets. We have had fun experimenting with different types of
magnets and finding magnetic and non-magnetic objects around the classroom. Next week, we will continue
with our fables and science topic, as well as completing some fun Easter activities!

Year 4
hhughes65rd@nsix.org.uk
Year 4 have had an amazing week, we have been super busy with lots of different things. I know we are all glad
for the weekend as we need a well-deserved rest!
The highlight of my week continues to be our PE sessions on a Monday. This week, I challenged the class to
complete a Joe Wicks style circuit. We are all in agreement that chest-to-floor burpees are not our friends!
Later on in the week, we completed our extended piece of writing based on Goblinology and I was even able to
hand out some well-deserved pen licenses. Well done!
Next week, we will be completing a short poetry unit and continuing our work on decimals in Maths. Don’t
forget, it’s PE on Monday! I am looking forward to completing our challenge of a 5 minute continuous run!

Year 5
deputy@rackheath.norfolk.sch.uk
It has been so good to have all of the class back and I know that the children have loved it too – break times have
taken a new importance as the children are finally able to play together.
In literacy, we finished off our instructions based on How to Survive Lockdown; some of the fantastic
suggestions included ensuring you have lots of snacks, the need for TV subscriptions and obviously lots of toilet
roll! In maths, after a recap of +, - and x we have moved onto %. The main focus has been on 50%, 25%, 75% and
then on to 10%.
In the afternoons we have been looking at lunar exploration / colonisation and we built moon pods. All of the
designs were brilliant (even if some did have open sides) and they were tested against lunar quakes (me rocking
the table), space debris (me throwing sand at them) and solar winds (me using a clipboard to make wind) –
obviously all very scientific! The eventual winners were Team Star Trek created by Imogen and Joseph.

The winning team battling against the solar winds

Luke and Ellie’s looked good, but the solar winds
destroyed it!

Year 6
sedwards2nrw@nsix.org.uk
It’s hard to believe that we are already at the end of our second week back in school. The Year 6s have been
absolutely amazing in their return and every child has worked incredibly hard! For the past two weeks, the

children have planned and written instruction texts linked to games that they have enjoyed - either in school or
during lockdown. In Maths we have been recapping some key number skills and have completed a range of
reasoning and arithmetic questions. In Science, the children have started their air resistance topic where they
have demonstrated an excellent understanding. In addition to creating their own experiment to test the effects
of air resistance, they have since moved onto the exciting James ‘Egg’ Bond challenge. This is where the children
work in small groups to plan (and make) a design that will stop an egg from cracking when it is thrown off the
school’s roof! The children have been very enthusiastic and began making their designs on Thursday afternoon.
I’m sure it will prove to be a cracking eggs-periment! For part of Friday, we discussed the importance of Comic
Relief and took part in a range of games. Well done for all being superstars Year 6!

Well done to Reception, Years 3, 4 &
5 who all had 100%
Attendance last week!
Attendance Bear will try to visit all
four classes next week!

Star, Angel and Diamond Certificate Winners – Well done to the following children
who got their certificates in assembly today.

Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

STAR

ANGEL

DIAMOND

Isla Walker
Vinnie Johns
Maisie Finch
Isabelle Avery
Sasha Muzembe

Henry Topley
Joey Fairweather
Rosa Green
Lexi-Louise
Isabel Jefferson
Ellie Trabelsi
Olivia Bush

Jacob Parish
Cara Rayner
Leon Symons-D’Souza
Jasmine Dawson
Jaydn Turner-Morris
Jack Brown
Rian Ainge

Dylan Symons-D’Souza

Liam O’Kane

Have a good weekend

Chris Ashman

